StageLabel Fashion Technology Bringing Democracy to
Fashion Designers.
How Crowdsourcing &amp; Crowdfunding Platforms Like StageLabel Can Reduce the Environmental Impact of
Fast Fashion?

In our world, everything moves so fast (technology, communication, business etc) and fashion has seen a large shift to online retailing and overseas
production causing drastic acceleration to the forever-evolving fashion world. StageLabel is “crowdfunding for fashion”. It is unique to traditional
crowd funding platforms by allowing fashion designers to set and accept preorder targets for individual pieces from their collection.

StageLabel is the new way for your customers to get the freshest, most exclusive fashion.
The online platform, founded by Rohit Bhargava, aims to bring democracy back to fashion by helping talented emerging designers develop their
customer base and receive the funding needed to start and/or grow their label. The label also gives customers access to unique garments, the ability
to set their own trends and the power to help find and support the ‘next big thing’ in fashion.

How Crowdsourcing & Crowdfunding Platforms Like StageLabel Really Reduce the Environmental Impact of Fast Fashion?

Cassidy Poon, Fashion Marketing Expert from JC Indahaus Media said, "Today’s Crowdsourcing & Crowdfunding online retail environment presents
several opportunities for discovery and environmental stewardship. By leveraging Crowdsourcing & Crowdfunding platforms like StageLabel as a
feedback tool for production prediction, designers reduce risk and long-term environmental impact from over-production.
Retailers and designers are abandoning antiquated models of forecasting and yearlong design planning processes in favour of high-tech business
platforms such as StageLabel that empower the consumer as both buyer and style dictator."
They help fashion designers develop their customer base and receive funding to start and grow their labels. StageLabel was recently selected as
one of the "Top 10 startups to watch in 2014". JC Indahaus Media, Fashion Marketing Expert - Cassidy Poon sees the value of tracking 'Big Data'
about who their users/consumers are and how those users interact with the fashion process, from design to manufacture to sale.The depth of insight
has exciting opportunities for feeding into product development.

"For emerging designers, this can make the business decisions more efficient, by producing only the highest in demand concepts. This type of
captive engagement is exactly what Luxury Fashion brands need; for emerging designers, crowdfunding serves as a method of gaining brand
awareness." Cassidy Poon, JC Indahaus Media, Fashion Marketing Expert added.

StageLabel Launch Party 2014 were recently held at Eve Nightclub in Melbourne, nominated for the 9th year in a row as Australian nightclub of the
year 2014 by the Australian Bar Awards.

We would like to thank Rohit Bhargava Founder & CEO of StageLabel for inviting Fashion Marketing Experts Cassidy Poon & Johnny Saluni from JC
Indahauas Media together with one of Melbourne's highly celebrated Business Woman in Fashion Management & Fashion Designer extraordinaire
herself Vicki Popovski from Vicoola' Fashionistaand Melbourne Business Socialite, Monika Walsh at the recent launch of the remarkable StageLabel
"crowdfunding for fashion” technology platform.

Fashion Critics & Fashion Media Influencers from JC Indahaus Media strongly believe that StageLabel is more unique to traditional crowd funding

platforms because it allows fashion designers to set and accept preorder targets for individual pieces from their collection. The fashion industry at the
moment as we all know, is a cut throat trade and for upcoming designers, success is typically out of reach without adequate finance. There are far
too many talented designers struggling to make it in the highly competitive industry due to a lack of resources, networks and industry experience. “I
want to pull down some of this risk and at the same time help designers build sustainable businesses. Crowd-funding and the validation it offers,
perfectly mashes together these two ideas”, Rohit Bhargava Founder & CEO of StageLabel added.

StageLabel has signed up 70 designers in Australia, partnered with some of the biggest fashion schools in Australia and now accepts international
preorders. StageLabel was named No. 3 in “The Top Ten Australian Start-Ups to Watch in 2014” by Shoestring Media.

In a recent interview between Profitalist the Entrepreneur Insider Series and Rohit Bhargava, Founder of StageLabel, Rohit explained "How
StageLabel Crowdfunding Idea Came To Him?" and "What Is The Future For StageLabel?"
Q: Where did the idea for your business come from? Where were you in your life and career?
A: The idea for StageLabel came to me while I was reading a book called “The Lean Startup” by Eric Reis. The core idea behind the book is to test
and validate ideas so you build things people want, rather than making assumptions. The book talked about how to apply “lean principles” for a
particular project or business, but I thought there could be a much bigger application of this where you can apply it to a whole industry.
It just so happened that a few of my friends who had been running their own fashion label at that time had to shut down. They were getting a big
following online, but were making bad decisions with their inventory and their limited capital meant it was not long until they ran out of money.
Unfortunately, I knew this was an all-too-common story within the industry, with many talented young designers having to shut down because they
do not have the business experience/ knowledge and really struggle with the high upfront capital costs needed to create their collections and that’s
why StageLabel was created. I wanted to make it easier for talented designers to build successful labels.

Q: What was the biggest challenge you faced when starting out?
A: The biggest challenge by far for us is education. For our designers it is about educating them in the best and most efficient ways for themselves
to self promote and market themselves to their target audiences during their StageLabel campaigns and also how to build successful and sustainable
businesses after StageLabel.
To help educate our designers, we hold individual strategy sessions prior to their designs going up on StageLabel and we have also partnered up
with some of the largest fashion schools in Australia where we run free business workshops for their students.
For customers, the challenge for us is to educate them on the different process and the unique way in which StageLabel operates.
Q: What is the one thing you know now that you wish you knew when you started the business?
A: Although I probably know a lot of things now that I did not know when we started out, I would not change anything we have done. I think starting
any business is a journey, where almost on a daily basis you are learning new things or reassessing your approach and strategy. Our culture at
StageLabel is to remove all assumptions we have about the way things currently operate. We want to find what the problems are and figure out what
the best way is to solve them.
We may not always get our solution right the first time, but being able and willing to test things quickly and move on if its not right solution has helped
StageLabel significantly.

Q: What would you consider your first big success in the business?
A: Although we only launched in November 2013, we have already racked up some great wins for StageLabel.
We have had our first few successful campaigns to go through the platform. We have signed up over 70 designers within Australia and another 15 or
so overseas since launching 2 months ago. We also have a 100% success rate with every designer we have spoken to signing up to the platform.
We were recently named as one of the “top 10 startups to watch in 2014” Some of our designers have been stocked in boutiques and have had their
first external runway shows because of StageLabel. We have big plans for StageLabel in 2014, with the launch of new features on the site and plans
to open up to accept international designers.

Q: Where do you see your industry heading in the next 5 years?
A: I think there are a lot of great things happening in the fashion technology space at the moment. With successful Australian businesses like Shoes
of Prey and the recent growth of Wearable Technology, I think there is going to be an even greater emphasis on combining fashion and technology
within the next few years.
I think there will always be a place for bricks and mortar retail stores, but all brands need to get more technology savvy as more and more customers
are shopping and getting their information online.
Q: What do you plan on doing / changing in order to keep growing in this time period?

A: Obviously I can’t go into much detail on this, but we will be focusing on delivering unique and innovative solutions to help connect our designers
and customers.
Q: What does ultimate success look like to you? How will you know when you’ve achieved it?
A: We want to become the global go-to place for new designers to start their labels. Our long term aim and ultimate success will come from helping
the designers we work with become successful global companies and we want to play a part in helping them get there.

Q: What do you think will be the biggest challenge facing entrepreneurs in the near future?
A: There are always challenges in running or starting a business, but there has also never been an easier time for people to start and setup their
own business.
I think a lot of people struggle to leave the safety of their job and a constant pay check to pursue what they really want to do, but there is never a
right time to do it – you almost have to create the right time for yourself and take the plunge.
My advice on this would be to set some milestones for your business while you are still working full/part time. What can you get done in that time to
limit your risk? Can you somehow validate your idea? Can you put up a landing page and start collecting emails? There are a lot of things you can
get done while still working. Just work towards a target so that when you reach it, you know that you have reached a tipping point for your startup
where you need to devote more time and you have some traction to build on.
Q: What one piece of advice would you give to someone just starting out in your industry and wanting to make it to the top?
A: I would really recommend finding a mentor when running a startup. Someone with a bit of experience in the industry or knowledgeable around
the area you are working in can be invaluable. You can use them as a sounding board for your business as well as having someone who can help
you manage the daily ups and downs of running a startup as well as planning the strategies for long term growth
StageLabel is the platform where our community gets to pick which designs go into production and which designers to support, it is the place to find
fresh fashion designs and concepts. For emerging designers, it’s the place to test and validate individual designs from their collection, develop their
customer base and fund the start or growth of their label. Simply put, StageLabel is your fashion, your way. In the new world of fashion, smart
solutions are solving some of the most pressing issues when it comes to apparel production.

How to get in touch with StageLabel team?
Fill out the form here and a friendly member of the StageLabel team will be in touch with you shortly.
Otherwise visit StageLabel website at www.stagelabel.com

How to get in touch with JC Indahaus Media team?
For Fashion Media inquiries & interviews, please kindly contact JC Indahaus Media Publicist & Social Media Influencers, Cassidy Poon or Johnny
Saluni by:
Email at jcindahaus.media@yahoo.com
or
LinkedIn InMail and we will endeavour to get back to you as soon as we can.
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